Persistent’s Magic Deploy is an Appian application that automates the complete deployment workflow for any Appian application including (database scripts), utilizing Appian APIs to inspect and import packages into a specific Appian environment without requiring a deployment team member to login to the Appian environment to complete the deployment.

Magic Deploy provides governance and audit for all Appian application deployments including Release Notes, Dev Review Comments and Deployment Logs.

**Design Deployment Workflow**
- For each deployment, the review and approvals workflow is configurable.

**Deployment Calendar**
- Complete visibility into the Appian deployment calendar—team, project, sprint and application owner details.

**Deployment States**
- The 'state' for each deployment updated in real time—scheduled, reviewed, approved, on time, delayed/retry, failed/completed.

**Deployment Details**
- Efficient mechanism to record all deployment details—Release Notes, Dev Review Comments, Approvals.

**Download Inspect/Import Logs**
- The complete inspect/import logs for any deployment can be reviewed and downloaded.

**Monitor Stages Live**
- Real time reporting on all deployments, and automated deployment communication to all stakeholders.
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**About Persistent**
Persistent Systems (BSE & NSE: PERSISTENT) builds software that drives our customers’ business; enterprises and software product companies with software at the core of their digital transformation.

[www.persistent.com](http://www.persistent.com)
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